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once you've logged into your gmail account or other account, you can then reset the password for that
account to a new one. you should be sure to change your passwords regularly anyway, but it's especially
important to do this when you get hacked, because if your old password is still in use by someone else,
you're still vulnerable to further hacking attempts. you should also be sure to change any other passwords
you use to access sensitive accounts, like your bank, email account or social media accounts. these hack-for-
hire firms have been targeting a range of accounts, including gmail and aws accounts, in order to carry out
corporate espionage attacks against firms, as well as campaigns that target human rights and political
activists, journalists and other high-risk users worldwide. these hack-for-hire operators have been steadily
increasing over the past few years, according to an october report by the united nations office of high
commissioner for human rights. rather than selling services that end users must then operate, as
commercial surveillance vendors do, hack-for-hire operators conduct the attacks themselves on behalf of
organizations or individuals who might lack the capabilities to do so on their own, typically leveraging known
vulnerabilities in order to compromise targets accounts with the end goal of exfiltrating sensitive data. it's
been estimated that hackers' own servers may cost anywhere from $10 to $100 per month in hosting fees.
google said that all websites and domains identified in these campaigns were added to its safe browsing
feature to protect users from further harm, and it has shared all relevant details with law enforcement.
however, researchers have previously said that defending against hack-for-hire groups is not an easy task.
potential victims can protect themselves through a variety of ways, including the use of multi-factor
authentication (mfa) for email and social media accounts, the use of apps with end-to-end encryption, and
the use of robust email services from a reputable provider, researchers with trend micro have previously
noted.
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research suggests that some 96% of the cases where a suspect has denied their knowledge of a pin number
or passwords dealt with by the police, have had no expert advise them on their rights. therefore it is highly

advisable for the police to seek the advice of an experienced advocate. police interviews are highly stressful
and suspects may not remember or be aware of what they have been advised of, or even if they have been
advised of their rights. as a police officer investigating a crime, it is your responsibility to do the right thing.
you do not need to tell a suspect that what they are doing is wrong, but you do need to advise them of their

rights. always advise suspects of their rights before you question them. it is important that you know the
laws you are dealing with, however you do not have to deal with the laws every day. it may take a few days

to get up to speed and understand your legal obligations, however, it is better to have this in place when
first dealing with a potential accused person. it is also important to consider that the suspect is under

pressure from the police as they are trying to arrest them and are unsure of what they have done wrong.
suspects generally do not want to be brought in front of the court and can be extremely reluctant to hand
over their internal passwords. police should be aware that the easiest way to get a suspect to give up a

password is to threaten them with arrest. in many situations, suspects may give a false or dodgy response to
a police officer who is threatening them with arrest. there are a number of risks associated with arresting a

suspect and not arresting them. these are mainly that the suspect should in no circumstances be arrested or
threatened with arrest without being charged and that no “fingerprint evidence” should be gained by

arresting a suspect without charging them. therefore, an arrest should be a last resort and only used where
a suspect has sufficient knowledge of the laws involved and what they can and cannot do and use.
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